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All Acronyms dictionary. Top Definition: Spinal Cord Injured In Medical dictionary
category. Get the Medical definition of SCI by All Acronyms dictionary. Top Definition:
Spinal Cord Injured In Medical dictionary category.
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SCI | definition of SCI by Medical dictionary
medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/SCi
spinal cord injury Abbreviation: SCI Compression, contusion, or cutting of the spinal cord
as a result of trauma. Depending on the type of lesion suffered, SCI may cause paralysis,
loss of sensation, incontinence, or abnormal reflex activity.
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Jun 03, 2018 · Spinal Cord InjuryIn medical terms, SCI stands for spinal cord injury.1)
Science 2) Spinal Cord Injuryspinal cord injury.
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Hop on to get the meaning of Bull Indian Natl Sci Acad acronym / slang / Abbreviation.
The Common Acronym / Slang Bull Indian Natl Sci Acad means... AcronymsAndSlang.
The Bull Indian Natl Sci Acad acronym/abbreviation definition. The Bull Indian Natl Sci
Acad meaning is Bulletin of the Indian National Science Academy. The definition of Bull
Indian Natl Sci â€¦
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_medical_abbreviations:_C
List of medical abbreviations: C Sortable table; Abbreviation Meaning; c (c with a bar
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